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The Effects of a Dynamic Tuberal Support on Ischial
Buttock Load and Pattern of Blood Supply
Paul van Geffen, Jasper Reenalda, Peter H. Veltink, Senior Member, IEEE, and Bart F. J. M. Koopman

Abstract—Sitting acquired pressure ulcers are places of tissue
breakdown that mainly occur under the ischial tuberosities
(ITs). Successive durations of pressure relief help the buttock
tissue recover from sustained deformation and blood-flow stagnation. A computer-aided simulator chair was developed with
two adjustable tuberal support elements (TSE) integrated in a
force-sensing seating plane (FSP). This study investigated the redistribution of external buttock load in relation to the pattern (i.e.,
dynamics) of subtuberal blood supply in sitting with a dynamic
tuberal support of 1/60 Hz (80 mm/min). Fifteen healthy male
subjects were seated with their ITs on the TSE. The experiment
involved periodic TSE adjustment in which buttock interface
pressure was measured with the FSP and an external pressure
mapping device (PMD). Light-guide tissue spectrophotometry was
used for simultaneous noninvasive measurement of oxygenation
and perfusion in the skin ( 2 mm) and subcutaneous ( 8 mm)
tissue under the ITs. TSE adjustment seemed effective to regulate
centre of buttock pressure and the forces under the ITs. Differences in measurement with the FSP and PMD have been found
due to Hammocking at the seat interface and inaccurate peak
pressure readings. Subtuberal blood supply was inversely related
to the contact load under the ITs. A rapid inflow of blood in the
initial stage of tuberal unloading, followed by a gradual outflow
in the rest of the movement cycle indicates that the average blood
supply increases when the adjustment frequency increases. Future
studies must address the influence of a dynamic tuberal support
on the ischial buttock load and pattern of blood supply in impaired
individuals.
Index Terms—Blood supply, buttock load, pressure ulcer,
seating.

:NOMENCLATURE
FSP

Force sensing seating plane.

ITs

Ischial tuberosities.

O2C

Oxygen-to-see.

PMD

Pressure mapping device.

TSE

Tuberal support elements.
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D

Tuberal adjustment.
Dispersion index measured with the force sensing
seating plane (FSP).
Dispersion index measured with the external
pressure mapping device (PMD).
Centre of pressure measured with FSP.
Centre of pressure measured with PMD.
Skin buttock tissue oxygenation.
Skin buttock tissue perfusion.
Subcutaneous buttock tissue oxygenation.
Subcutaneous buttock tissue perfusion.
I. INTRODUCTION

HEELCHAIR-USERS who cannot reposition themselves often suffer from pressure ulcers, which are
localized places of tissue breakdown that mainly occur in
the buttock tissue under the ischial tuberosities (ITs) [1], [2].
Current research findings discriminate between superficial and
deep pressure ulcers [1], [3]. Superficial pressure ulcers occur
in the skin from sustained shear and pressure on the buttock
interface, and deep pressure ulcers occur from sustained internal buttock loading and are often located in the muscle tissue
directly under bony structures. This latter type of injury is
extremely hard to treat because it progresses outwards to the
skin and when it manifests at the buttock surface it already
caused severe damage to the subdermal tissue.
There is evidence that deep tissue breakdown initiates subdermally, even when comparatively low pressures exert at the
buttock surface [4]. Experimental research with muscle-cell cultures [5]–[8], finite element models [9]–[14], animals [15], [16],
and humans [3], [17] have been preformed to reveal the exact
cause, onset, location and extent of deep tissue damage from
sustained internal loading. Recent studies of Stekelenburg et al.
demonstrated that the onset of deep pressure ulcers involves a
complex interplay of prolonged ischemia together with excessive friction and shear loading due to high internal pressure gradients [18], [19]. Although the exact cause remains unclear, it
has been recognized that successive durations of pressure relief help buttock tissue recover from sustained deformation and
blood flow stagnation.
Common applications to prevent pressure ulcers are based
on seating surfaces that distribute the buttock pressure over a
larger area and locally reduce the applied pressure under the ITs
[20]. The process of reshaping the seating surface for optimal
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pressure distribution often involves a protracted and iterative
procedure. Some computer-aided seating systems [21]–[23],
equipped with a matrix of adjustable force sensing support
elements, have therefore been developed that automatically
adjust the surface shape based on preprogrammed criteria for
interface pressure and soft tissue characteristics. Although the
effectiveness of designing individualized contour shaped seat
surfaces have been demonstrated [24], systems like these are
often too complex and expensive to be integrated as an assistive
technology in daily wheelchair-use.
When static seating surfaces do not relieve buttock pressure
enough, dynamic buttock supports appeared useful for proper
pressure management [25]–[27]. We therefore developed a
computer-aided simulator chair with two adjustable support
elements under the ITs [28]. Built-in measurement of seat
reaction forces allows quantitative assessment of the external
buttock load during support surface manipulations.
However, it has been recognized that the external buttock
pressure provides only little information about the internal mechanical and physiological tissue conditions [29]. Finite element
studies showed that there is no distinct relation between the interface pressure and internal buttock load [9], [29]–[31]. It has
been found that comparatively low pressures at the buttock interface could still lead to high internal stress levels under the
bony prominences [4]. A potential threat for deep pressure ulcers remains, even when the buttock interface pressure is evenly
distributed.
Levels of oxygenation and perfusion are important indicators
for the viability of tissue and can be used for quantitative assessment of peripheral perfusion and microcirculation in skin
and subcutaneous tissue [32]. Additional measurement of the ischial blood supply has therefore been suggested as being useful
when quantifying the risk for pressure ulcers in vivo [2].
In a previous study [33], we investigated the effects of different alternating tuberal support strategies on skin and subcutaneous subtuberal tissue oxygenation and perfusion. Nine different support conditions of 5 min were successively imposed;
four periods of static loading and unloading, followed by five
periods of dynamic loading and unloading with various adjustment frequencies. We found that in sitting with static loaded tuberal support, the average blood supply was significantly lower
compared to sitting with static unloaded tuberal support and dynamic tuberal support. Furthermore, a trend
was observed that the average level of skin oxygenation and subcutaneous tissue perfusion increased when the frequency of adjustment increased. This could indicate that the metabolic process of
blood outflow due to tissue loading was slower than the mechanical process of blood inflow due to tissue unloading. However,
we only compared the average blood supply between support
conditions, and the dynamics of blood supply has therefore not
yet been analyzed.
The present study is complementary to this previous work.
It investigates the redistribution of buttock load in combination
with noninvasive measurement of subtuberal buttock tissue oxygenation and perfusion in sitting with a dynamic tuberal support
of 1/60 Hz (80 mm/min), for which the pattern (i.e., dynamics)
of blood supply in relation to the external buttock load is analyzed with a more in-depth focus.

II. METHODS
A. Subjects
3.3
The same 15 healthy male subjects (age 27.7
7.4 kg, height 1.86
0.05 m, BMI
years, weight 80.5
) of our previous study [33] participated in
the present experiment. Prior to the experiment, all subjects read
and signed an “informed consent” in which the objective and
experimental protocol was explained. This study was approved
by the Local Committee for Medical Ethics of the Roessingh
Centre for Rehabilitation (Enschede, The Netherlands).
B. Instrumentation
Experiments were performed with a computer-aided simulator chair [Fig. 1(a)]. Spaced according to an average
inter-tuberal distance of 120 mm [9], two force sensing support elements ( 90 mm) were integrated in the seating
surface [Fig. 1(b)]. Both support elements were adjustable
in height within a range of 40 mm below the seating surface
mm . For accurate 3-D measurement of seat reaction
load, 6 uni-axial load cells (FUTEK, CA) were mounted under
the seat support. The support cushion was upholstered with
100 mm of industrial foam; 60 mm polyether SG40 on top of
40 mm polypress. Round cutouts were made in the cushion
above the support elements, which were then upholstered
with 50 mm polyether SG40 on top of 50 mm polypress. An
external pressure mapping device (Teksan, Boston, MA) was
placed over the seat surface. The device consisted of 1024
(32 32) square elements (15 15 mm) and was calibrated
with an upper limit of 33 kPa. The pressure elements were
connected flexibly to minimize hammocking [34]. The force
sensing seating plane (FSP) with integrated adjustable tuberal
support elements (TSE) and external pressure mapping device
(PMD) is shown in Fig. 1(b). Skin and subcutaneous subtuberal
buttock tissue oxygenation and perfusion were simultaneously
measured with two noninvasive fibre-optic probes [Fig. 1(c)]
that we attached on the skin under the ITs. Both probes were
connected with the O2C (Oxygen-to-see, LEA, Giessen, Germany) which is a diagnostic device that uses light-guide tissue
spectrophotometry, a combination of laser Doppler flowmetry
and diffuse reflectance spectroscopy, for simultaneous noninvasive measurement of oxygen supply in blood perfused tissue.
Each probe incorporates Laser-Doppler and broadband light
spectroscopy and was shaped with relative flat dimensions
[Fig. 1(c)]. The probe under the left IT measured skin ( 2 mm)
oxygenation and perfusion, and the probe under the right IT
measured subcutaneous ( 8 mm) oxygenation and perfusion.
Oxygenation levels in the skin and subcutaneous tissue were
and
respectively and reflect oxygen
expressed as
saturation of hemoglobin as a relative measure [%]. Perfusion
levels in the skin and subcutaneous tissue were expressed as
and
respectively and reflect the blood flow in the
microcirculation as an arbitrary unit [au].
C. Data Analysis
and
planes of the global reference frame
The
aligned, respectively, to the frontal and sagittal planes of the
was constructed
simulator chair. A seat coordinate frame
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup. A: computer-aided adjustable simulator chair with the external PMD placed on the seat. The origin of the seat coordinate frame
(R ) is located between the TSE. G defines the global reference frame. b: force sensing seating plane (FSP) with two round ( 90 mm) adjustable force sensing
TSE spaced according to an inter-tuberal distance of 120 mm. Maximal tuberal adjustment (D = 40 mm) is shown. Centre of pressure (CP) is expressed
relative to the origin [0 0 0] and along the y-axis of R . The normal force on the seat (F ) and on the left and right TSE (F and F ) are derived from the FSP.
F = F + F . C: Shape and dimensions of the noninvasive fibre-optic probes that we attached on the skin under the left and right ITs to measure subtuberal
buttock tissue oxygenation and perfusion.

0

with the -axis pointing to right, the -axis pointing anteriorly
parallel to the seat, and the -axis pointing cranially perpendicular to the seat [Fig. 1(a) and (b)]. The origin of
lies between
the tuberal support areas. As a relative measure for tuberal load,
was calculated that expresses the load
a dispersion index
was derived
on the TSE relative to the total load on the seat.
from the FSP according to (1) in which the normal force on the
was divided by the normal force on the seat
.
TSE
was derived from the PMD according to (2) in which the sum
of all pressure elements on the TSE was divided by the sum of
all pressure elements on the seat support
(1)
(2)
Center of pressure
was expressed along the -axis of
.
was derived from the FSP and
from the PMD.
Buttock interface pressures distribution in seating conditions
with fully loaded and unloaded ITs are shown in Fig. 2.
D. Experimental Protocol
Prior to the experiment, an empty seated force calibration
zero-measurement was performed. Subjects were seated with
their tuberosities on top of the adjustable support elements. Ischial peak pressure mapping was used to monitor the ITs when
positioning the subject in the chair and aligning the anatomplane. The footrests
ical sagittal plane with the global
were set perpendicular to the seat and adjusted in a way that the
thighs were fully supported by the seat except for the popliteal
space. The experiment involved four cycles of downward sinusoid tuberal support adjustments within a range of 40 mm
mm and a time period of 60 s. Seat reaction forces,
and buttock
buttock interface pressure, tuberal adjustment
tissue oxygenation (
and
) and perfusion (
and
) were captured and stored for offline analyses. Prior to the
experiment, the initial values for all quantities were derived
during a 1-min steady-state reference measurement with fully

Fig. 2. Buttock interface pressure distribution as measured with the external
pressure mapping device (PMD) in loaded and relieved seating conditions.
Spaced according to an inter-tuberal distance of 120 mm, two areas for tuberal
support (TSA) are defined on top of the round ( 90 mm) adjustable tuberal
support elements (TSE). Centre of pressure (CP ) was computed in forward
direction relative to the middle of the TSA.

,
,
,
,
loaded ITs. Typical examples for ,
,
,
, and
during TSE adjustment are shown
in Fig. 3(a).
E. Statistics
sd) and ranges
for all
The initial values (init
,
,
,
,
,
,
, and
quantities ( ,
) were derived and averaged over all subjects. To evaluate
whether tuberal support adjustment is effective to regulate buttock load, all quantities were first normalized to its total range as
. Normalized quantities for buttock
shown in Fig. 3(b) for
,
,
,
,
,
,
and
load (
) were then related to the normalized tuberal adjustment
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TABLE I
INITIAL VALUES (initial sd), RANGES
, COEFFICIENT OF
CORRELATION (r) AND COEFFICIENTS OF DETERMINATION
FOR
D,
,
,
,
,
,
, AND

6
(1 6 sd)
DI DI CP CP SO2 F SO2

statistical significant correlation

(r )
F

(p < 0:05); au = arbitrary unit

DI DI CP CP
SO2

Fig. 3. A: Typical examples for measurement of D,
,
,
,
,
,
and
when adjusting the TSE within a range of 40 mm
.
and a time period of 60 s. B: All quantities were normalized as shown for

SO2 F SO2

F

. Linear relations were assumed and the coefficients of correlation
with accompanying significance
were derived.
which
We then calculated the coefficients of determination
gives us an indication about the strength of the relation.
III. RESULTS
During TSE adjustment, the initial values and ranges were
computed for all quantities and averaged over all subjects
(Table I). Note that the number of trials is smaller for mea,
,
surement of tissue oxygenation and perfusion (
, and
). Five out of 15 subjects showed no response
in buttock tissue oxygenation and perfusion when adjusting the
tuberal support elements (TSE). This group was excluded for
,
,
or
analysis because the average values for
during the experiment were not significantly different than
the initial values.
Normalized quantities for buttock load were related to the
normalized TSE adjustment. Linear relations were assumed and
with accompanying signifithe coefficients of correlation
cance
were derived and shown in Table I. Coefficients of
determination
were calculated as an indication about the
strength of the relation.

nDI

nDI

nDI

nDI

Fig. 4. Left:
and
in time. Right:
and
related to nD.
Linear relations were assumed and coefficients of determination
were derived.

(r )

In Fig. 4, the left graphs reflect
and
in time.
and
are related to
.
The right graphs show how
when adPath-dependent hysteresis effects are shown for
justing the TSE up- and downward. The inter-individual varithan for
.
ability (error-bars) was larger for
and
in time.
In Fig. 5, the left graphs reflect
and
are related to
.
The right graphs show how
The inter-individual variability (error-bars) was larger for
than for
. Similar to the effect on
, hysteresis is also
. During the first and last 10 s of the adjustment
shown for
, the effect on
seems opposite
cycle
to what was found during the rest of the cycle.
on levels of oxygenaThe effects of TSE adjustment
and
) and subcutation and perfusion in the skin (
and
) subtuberal buttock tissue are shown
neous (
in Fig. 6. All normalized quantities of blood supply were in. Variability between subjects is indicated
versely related to
with error bars.
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Fig. 5. Left: nCP and nCP in time. Right: nCP and nCP related to nD.
Linear relations were assumed and coefficients of determination (r ) were derived.

IV. DISCUSSION
This study investigated the redistribution of external buttock
load in relation to the pattern (i.e., dynamics) of subtuberal
blood supply in sitting with a dynamic tuberal support of 1/60
Hz (80 mm/min).
When adjusting the TSE below the seating surface, significant effects were found on the contact load under the ITs,
and the subtuberal buttock
centre of buttock pressure
tissue oxygenation (
and
) and perfusion (
and
). Downward TSE adjustment relieved the external tuberal
load almost completely and shifted CP in forward direction.
were found for
High coefficients of determination
and
which indicate a strong relation with the level of
tuberal support and suggested that the external ischial buttock
load is regulable from TSE adjustment.
For most subjects, the level of oxygenation and perfusion in
the subtuberal buttock tissue increased significantly when unloading the TSE. However, weak coefficients of determination
indicates large variability between subjects. Individual differences in the dynamics/response of blood supply
during support surface manipulations make precise regulation
of skin and subcutaneous tissue oxygenation and perfusion difficult.
Differences in external buttock load as measured with the
conventional PMD and the FSP could be ascribed to inaccuracies in PMD measurement under fully loaded seating conditions. When the TSEs were level with the seating surface, very
high forces exerted on the pressure elements under the ITs. We
observed that some elements could not resist such high contact
loads and started saturating or even fail measuring. Due to this
phenomenon, the tuberal interface pressure as measured with
PMD was underestimated.

Fig. 6. Left: nSO k, n k, nSO c, n c in time. Right: nSO k, n k,
nSO c, nFsc related to nD. Linear relations were assumed and coefficients of
determination (r ) were derived.

The pressure elements of PMD were connected flexibly to
minimize hammocking [34]. However, buttock load did not relieve entirely under the ITs when the TSE were lowered. Limited flexibility of PMD caused that some tuberal pressure was
maintained at all times. Because the PMD was placed on top of
the FSP, the latter measured entire tuberal pressure relief since
the TSE completely lost contact with the buttock/PMD interface. Hammocking at the seat interface when the ITs were unloaded and inaccurate peak pressure readings when the tuberosities were fully loaded explain the differences in measurement
and
and between
and
, as shown in
between
Table I.
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Some interesting differences in measurement with the PMD
and FSP were also observed during TSE adjustment. First,
and
large variability (error-bars) was measured for
, which suggested that the reproducibility for PMD measurement was less than for the FSP. Second, path-dependent
and
was observed when adjusting
hysteresis for
the TSE. Because the force elements of the FSP were located
underneath the seating cushion, we ascribed these effects to
friction between the seating cushion and the TSE. In loaded
seating conditions, the cushions on top of the TSE expanded
sideways and contacted the surrounding seating cushion. Although the cushions on the TSE were designed not to contact
the surrounding cushion in loaded seating conditions, small
levels of friction still occurred when adjusting the TSE upand downward. Third, when adjusting the TSE just below the
seating surface, the PMD did not monitor pressure change
on the TSE due to saturation and failing of some pressure
elements that were located directly underneath the ITs. As a
did not shift forward in the first stage of tuberal
result,
because
unloading. This phenomenon is less profound for
the dispersion index is not an absolute measure but expresses
the tuberal interface pressure relative to the total buttock
interface pressure.
Reliability problems when quantifying buttock load with
absolute peak pressure measurement have also been reported in
other studies [35], [36]. Relative measures have therefore been
developed that expresses absolute peak pressures relative to the
total buttock pressure. Because better test-retest reliabilities
have been reported, it is often proposed to use relative measures to quantify pressure distribution [35], [37]. Despite using
relative measures, our findings suggest that hammocking at the
seat interface and inaccurate peak pressure measurement could
still lead to misinterpretation of the buttock interface pressure
distribution.
Because the external buttock load does not provide direct
information about the internal tissue conditions, additional
measurement of the ischial blood supply has been suggested
as being useful to evaluate the viability of internal buttock
tissue [2]. However, clinical evaluation of the microcirculation in the subcutaneous tissue is difficult and most available
measuring techniques (e.g., laser Doppler flowmetry, transcutaneous oxygen tension, tissue reflectance spectrometry and
thermography) struggle with technical limitations concerning
measuring depth and reliability problems. Light-guide tissue
spectrophotometry is a relatively new technique to evaluate
micro-vascular tissue perfusion and has been developed to facilitate observation of tissue viability during surgery [38], [39].
The effectiveness of this technique has also been demonstrated
in early identification and quantification of tissue ischemia in
diabetic foot ulcers [40], [41]. Most diagnostic devices that
measure tissue perfusion and oxygenation are limited to a measuring depth of 1 or 2 mm, which makes that most studies focus
on the effects of external buttock load on tissue oxygenation
and perfusion of the skin only. The device that was used in the
present study could monitor tissue oxygenation and perfusion
up to a measuring depth of approximately 8 mm. This provides
more insight in tissue regions closer to places of interests than
what normally could be reached.

For 10 out of all 15 subjects we found that oxygenation and
perfusion were inversely related to the applied loads under the
ITs and that the perfusion and oxygenation values of the skin
were more sensitive to the induced tuberal adjustments than
what was measured in the subcutaneous buttock tissue. Because
the induced tissue deformations are better distributed when travelling into deeper tissue regions, less internal stress/strain fluctuations are expected in comparison to the skin. This rather limited effect on the internal mechanical tissue properties indicates
that the initial seating conditions are of great importance. When
the initial shear force and pressure gradients within the tissue are
relatively high from the start, and the subtuberal buttock tissue
already involves questionable levels of blood supply, it is uncertain whether periodic pressure relief allows full recovery of the
ischial buttock tissue after prolonged deformation. In some subjects we even observed that the flow of blood in the microcirculation of the skin completely stagnated, which indicated that the
superficial arteries entirely collapsed. Interference of the probes
in the tuberal zone probably intensified this effect. Future experiments must evaluate whether it is useful to surround the probes
with a (silicon) mold shaped around the buttock tissue under the
ITs. This way, the contact load equally distributes over the ITs
and less interference with the ischial buttock tissue is expected.
Five subjects showed no significant response in buttock
tissue perfusion and oxygenation, and were classified as
nonresponding subjects. We already speculated about this
phenomenon in our previous study [33]. Similar nonresponding
patterns were reported by Bader [27] when investigating the
effects of dynamic cushions on skin perfusion in healthy and
impaired subjects. He reported that the nonresponding group
might be subjected to an increased risk for tissue ischemia
due to a potential impaired physiological control mechanism.
However, in our studies the opposite might be true since the
initial levels of tissue perfusion involve higher values for the
nonresponding group compared to the responding group. This
could indicate that the nonresponders have less risk for deep
tissue injury because they already experience relatively good
perfusion levels. Their physiological control mechanism potentially allows them to maintain blood flow, even when the ischial
buttock tissue is fully loaded. This could benefit the tissue
viability and decreases the risk for pressure ulcer formation in
continuous static sitting.
Another explanation could be that the probes simply did not
measure the area where the most deformation occurred. When
the area of blood flow stagnation shifted to tissue regions just
beyond the reach of the measurement probes, no effect on oxygenation and perfusion levels will be found.
Future studies must address more attention to this matter.
In-depth investigation about the physiological effects of tissue
loading on ischial blood supply in healthy subjects and in
impaired subjects with high and low risk for pressure ulcers
might reveal whether the differences in blood pattern is linked
to differences in the physiological mechanism that controls the
supply of blood in the buttock tissue in loaded and unloaded
seating conditions.
For all responding subjects, the response in tissue oxygenation and perfusion could roughly be divided into three stages
(Fig. 6). Strong hyperaemia effects were observed in the first
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stage. Unloading the ITs induced significant increase in skin
and subcutaneous tissue oxygenation and perfusion. A moderate
overshoot in blood flow occurs due to temporary ischemia and
build-up blood pressure from preceding tissue deformation. The
second stage showed that from a certain point, downward tuberal adjustments were no longer accompanied with an increase
in blood supply. We even observed a gradual outflow of blood
which we ascribe to the overshoot in the beginning of the second
stage. The last (third) stage represents a strong decrease in oxygenation and perfusion when reloading the ITs.
Upward TSE adjustments were accompanied with a strong
outflow of blood which was caused by occlusion of blood vessels when the buttock load under the ITs gradually increased.
Rapid inflow of blood in the initial stage of tuberal unloading
followed by a more gradual outflow in the rest of the movement cycle indicates that the average blood supply increases
when the adjustment frequency increases. This might explain
the outcomes of our previous study [33], which showed a trend
of higher average values for skin oxygenation and
subcutaneous tissue perfusion in seating conditions with higher
adjustment frequencies.
We must take in mind that ischemia-reperfusion injury can
occur from the reperfusion of blood to previously ischemic
tissue [42], [43]. During prolonged ischemia, the depletion of
oxygen changes the metabolism from aerobic to anaerobic.
As a result, the concentration of glucose reduces and tissue
acidification occurs due to the accumulation of lactic acid [18].
Reperfusion of oxygen-derived free-radicals into the hypoxic
acidified tissue after unloading, potentially initiate a cascade
of harmful events that could result in tissue necrosis. However,
we do not expect that this will happen during periodic TSE
adjustment of 80 mm/min, since the time of ischemia is not
long enough to completely deprive the tissue from its oxygen
and to acidify the interstitial fluid. This way, the tissue remains
invulnerable for the inflow of free-radical and less damage is
expected.
The composition of the cushion on the TSE was slightly different compared to the rest of the support surface. This was done
because the stiffness of the support surface alters when cutting
out two round holes. Due to the loss of surface tension, the stiffness of the cushion reduces when coming closer to the cutouts.
The stiffness on the TSEs reduces even more due to the complete loss of surface tension. We, therefore, modified the TSE
upholstering and slightly increased its stiffness. This gave the
impression of sitting on a hard surface when the TSE were level
with the seating surface. This especially applied for individuals
who were thin and had less ischial buttock tissue to distribute the
interface pressure over a larger contact area. Depending on the
mechanical characteristics of the support cushion, it has been
reported that the peak pressures under the ITs could be 30%
individuals than in “normal”
higher in thin BMI
BMI
individuals [44]. Although less profound, we also observed some influence of body build on buttock pressure distribution. Under fully loaded seating conditions
we found that for individuals with a thin body type the TSE supported up to 40% of all seating load. When such high forces
are locally exerted on the buttock tissue under the tuberosities,
significant deformation of the skin and subcutaneous tissue is

35

expected. As a consequence, we found that for some individuals the supply of blood completely stagnated and the level of
skin oxygenation and perfusion decreased to zero. Such extreme
seating conditions, in which ischemia is combined with excessive internal tissue deformation due to high external load, must
be prevented at all times because it aggravates the extent and
onset of tissue damage within very short periods of exposure
[18].
During downward TSE adjustment, the contact load is relieved under the ITs and shifted towards the edges of the cushion
cutouts where it exerted on the surrounding tissue regions such
as the thighs and sacrum. That TSE adjustment not only affects the buttock tissue under the ITs is clearly shown in Fig. 2.
During the unloading phase, high shear forces and pressure gradients were introduced in the tissue around the ITs. Adjustment
of the TSE must therefore be applied periodically to prevent
tissue damage in the surrounding tissue as well.
It is very hard to predict how long the ischial buttock tissue
can sustain certain deformation before tissue degeneration takes
place, and how often the TSE must be adjusted to maintain
tissue viability in prolonged static sitting. Several researchers
have taken much trouble to identify reliable thresholds for minimal pressure and duration which consistently generates tissue
necrosis [1], [15], [18]. However, no reliable and clinically
applicable indicator has yet been found that predicts the risk
for pressure ulcers from continuous deformation. Until this
has been revealed, the U.S. Department of Health recommends
individuals in a wheelchair to relieve buttock pressure every
15 min [45]. Whether it is sufficient to maintain adequate
buttock tissue viability in prolonged static wheelchair sitting
by adjusting the TSE every 15 min is something we have to
evaluate.
V. CONCLUSION
TSE adjustment seemed effective to regulate centre of buttock
pressure and the dispersion index under the ITs. Differences in
measurement with the FSP and PMD have been found. Hammocking at the seat interface and inaccurate peak pressure readings could misinterpret pressure distribution as measured with
the PMD.
Blood supply to the subtuberal buttock tissue was inversely
related to the applied loads under the ITs. A rapid inflow of
blood in the initial stage of tuberal unloading followed by a
more gradual outflow in the rest of the movement cycle indicates that the average blood supply increases when the adjustment frequency increases.
Furthermore, TSE adjustment not only affected the buttock
tissue under the ITs but also the tissue under the sacrum and
thighs. This suggests a potential benefit for buttock tissue viability under the whole ischial region.
How TSE adjustment influences external buttock load and the
dynamics of blood supply to the (subtuberal) buttock tissue in
impaired individuals is still to be investigated.
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